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Abstract: During the past few years, metasurfaces have 
been used to demonstrate optical elements and systems 
with capabilities that surpass those of conventional dif-
fractive optics. Here, we review some of these recent 
developments, with a focus on dielectric structures for 
shaping optical wavefronts. We discuss the mechanisms 
for achieving steep phase gradients with high efficiency, 
simultaneous polarization and phase control, controlling 
the chromatic dispersion, and controlling the angular 
response. Then, we review applications in imaging, con-
formal optics, tunable devices, and optical systems. We 
conclude with an outlook on future potentials and chal-
lenges that need to be overcome.

Keywords: dielectric metasurfaces; diffractive optics; nan-
ophotonics; wavefront control; flat optics.

1   Introduction
Optical metasurfaces are two-dimensional (2D) arrays 
of subwavelength scatterers that are designed to modify 
different characteristics of light such as its wavefront, 
polarization distribution, intensity distribution, or spec-
trum [1–12]. The subwavelength scatterers (referred to 

as meta-atoms in this context) capture and reradiate (or 
scatter) the incident light. Depending on the meta-atom 
design, the scattered light might have different charac-
teristics compared to the incident light. For instance, it 
might have a different phase, polarization ellipse, angular 
distribution, intensity, and/or spectral content. For most 
metasurfaces, the output is either the scattered light or the 
interference between the scattered and the incident light. 
By proper selection of the meta-atoms and their locations 
in the array, the characteristics of light interacting with 
the metasurface can be engineered. As a result, different 
conventional optical components such as gratings, lenses, 
mirrors, holograms, waveplates, polarizers, and spectral 
filters may be realized. Furthermore, a single metasurface 
might provide a functionality that may be achieved only 
by a combination of conventional optical components [13] 
or an entirely novel functionality [14]. Typically, metasur-
face optical components are subwavelength thick, have a 
planar form factor, and can be batch-fabricated at poten-
tially low cost using the standard microfabrication and 
nanofabrication processes. In the past few years, the effi-
ciency of optical metasurfaces has improved significantly 
by switching from metallic (or plasmonic) meta-atoms to 
high refractive index dielectric ones. The combination of 
the relatively high efficiency, potentially low cost, and 
the planar and thin form factor has generated significant 
interests in metasurface optical components and has 
attracted a large number of researchers from different dis-
ciplines and with different backgrounds. The result has 
been the rapid expansion of the field. Here, we discuss 
the recent progress in the development of optical metas-
urfaces, focusing on dielectric metasurfaces that modify 
the wavefront and/or polarization distribution of light. We 
primarily discuss work done by the authors and its rela-
tion to other work in the field.

Optical metasurfaces are conceptually similar and 
are technically closely related to the reflectarrays and 
transmitarrays, which have been studied for decades in 
the microwave community [15]. For example, the idea 
of using elements (or meta-atoms) with different sizes 
and shapes has been used as early as 1993 in that com-
munity for creating spatially varying phase profiles [16]. 
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Early demonstrations of optical metasurfaces that used 
metallic meta-atoms are similar to their microwave coun-
terparts [17]. Another example is the use of the geomet-
ric (or Pancharatnam-Berry) phase for controlling the 
wavefront of circularly polarized waves that also has 
been used before in the microwave community [18, 19]. 
In addition, many of the properties, design techniques, 
and models for metasurface components are similar to 
those used in the context of diffractive optical elements 
(DOEs). The recognition of these similarities can be ben-
eficial in the design and development of metasurfaces. 
An example of the results that are similarly applicable 
to metasurfaces and DOEs is the ray optics treatment of 
the refraction, reflection, and transmission of rays upon 
interaction with surfaces that impart a spatially varying 
phase. This topic has been well studied in diffractive 
optics and the resulting relation is known as the grating 
equation. A general treatment of this problem when the 
phase imparting surface has an arbitrary curved shape 
can be found in [20]. Depending on how they are real-
ized, DOEs have different categories, including kinoforms 
[21], holographic optical elements, computer-generated 
holograms [22], and effective medium structures [23, 
24], and are realized using structures that are different 
from metasurfaces. However, similar to metasurfaces, 
they impart spatially varying phase excursion and are 
modeled as spatially varying phase masks. As a result, 
many of the techniques, theories, and designs developed 
for and using DOEs are directly applicable and transform-
able to metasurfaces. Some of the examples include the 
algorithms for the design of phase profiles that project 
desired intensity patterns [22], estimations of diffraction 
efficiency for quantized phase levels [25], elimination 
of the spherical aberrations by proper selection of the 
phase profile [26], elimination of coma aberration of a 
phase profile by applying it on a curved spherical surface 
[27], and removal of other monochromatic aberrations by 
using a stop [28] or multiple cascaded elements [29].

One of the advantages of recognizing the relation of 
the metasurfaces to other DOEs is the identification of the 
potential advantages of the metasurfaces over conven-
tional DOEs. For instance, low-cost, efficient, and rela-
tively wideband diffractive lenses can be realized using 
conventional DOEs [30], but their performance degrades 
significantly with increasing their numerical apertures 
(NAs). As we discuss in Section 3.1, properly designed 
metasurfaces can outperform conventional DOEs. Chro-
matic aberration is another example of challenges that 
both DOEs and metasurfaces face. Similar to DOEs, the 
chromatic aberration of metasurfaces is caused by the 
phase discontinuities at the zone boundaries [31]. As we 

discuss in Section 3.3, metasurfaces provide multiple 
solutions for mitigating the chromatic aberration.

2   Recent developments
In the past few years, the advances and the wider acces-
sibility of microfabrication and nanofabrication tech-
nologies, along with an increased interest in dielectric 
high-contrast [32–34] and plasmonic [17, 35–38] structures 
for manipulation of optical wavefronts, have caused a 
surge in the research field of metasurfaces. Two of the 
early works using high-contrast mirrors and plasmonic 
scatterers are shown in Figure 1A and B, respectively. The 
ultrathin form factor of plasmonic structures, and the 
great interest in the field of plasmonics itself, resulted 
in most of the earlier works using a single metallic layer 
to manipulate light using resonance phase, geometric 
phase, or their combination [2, 37, 43–48]. However, mate-
rial losses and fundamental limitations of single-layer thin 
plasmonic metasurfaces (especially in the transmission 
mode) [49–51] significantly limit their performance. Die-
lectric geometric phase elements based on nanobeam half 
waveplates (similar to the example shown in Figure 1C) 
have also been investigated [39, 52] for wavefront shaping. 
These elements are designed to work with one polariza-
tion, and achieving simultaneously both high efficiency 
and large deflection angles is challenging because of sig-
nificant coupling between the elements.

To overcome the fundamental limitations of ultrathin 
metasurfaces, Huygens’ metasurfaces were introduced 
[40] that allow for simultaneous excitation of modes 
with equal electric and magnetic dipole moments. These 
structures do not have deep subwavelength thicknesses, 
as shown in Figure 1D, where the wavelength is 30 mm. 
Despite their success in lower frequencies [53–58], in 
the optical domain, metallic Huygens’ metasurfaces are 
still limited by material losses and often require compli-
cated fabrication. As a result, dielectric Huygens’ meta-
surfaces were explored [41, 59–64] that allowed for two 
longitudinal resonance modes with dominant electric 
and magnetic dipole moments with the same frequency 
to circumvent material losses (Figure 1E). There are, 
however, some challenges that limit the practicality of 
dielectric Huygens’ metasurfaces. First, full 2π phase cov-
erage at a single wavelength, which is what matters for 
wavefront manipulation, while keeping a high transmis-
sion requires changing all sizes of the resonators (includ-
ing their heights), which is challenging to achieve with 
the conventional planar microfabrication technology. 
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Second, the coupling between adjacent meta-atoms is 
considerable in Huygens’ metasurfaces, and this signifi-
cantly degrades the performance of devices with large 
deflection angles as they require fast varying structures 
[41]. As a result, more groups started investigating the 
high-contrast transmit/reflect array (HCTA/HCRA or 
HCA) structures (similar to the one shown in Figure 1F) 
that use thicker (about 0.5λ to λ) high-index layers to 
pattern the metasurface [13, 34, 65–74]. These structures 
are very similar to the blazed binary optical elements that 
are at least two decades old [75–78], nevertheless, they 
outperform other classes of metasurfaces in many wave-
front manipulation applications. In the following, we will 
review the areas where metasurfaces have demonstrated 
wavefront control capabilities beyond those of conven-
tional DOEs and then discuss a few application areas 
where metasurfaces can be employed.

We should note here that the applications of optical 
metasurfaces in the general sense of the word (i.e. pat-
terned thin layers on a substrate) go beyond spatial wave-
front manipulation. Thin light absorbers [79–93], optical 
filters [94–106], nonlinear [107–114], and anapole meta-
surfaces [115, 116] are a few examples of such elements. 
This review is focused on applications of metasurfaces in 

wavefront manipulation, and therefore, it does not cover 
these other types of metasurfaces.

3   New capabilities for controlling 
light enabled by metasurfaces

In this section, we review the recent findings and achieve-
ments using metasurfaces that include devices provid-
ing functionalities not achievable with conventional 
DOEs. We will discuss their ability to bend light by large 
angles with high efficiency, completely control phase and 
polarization of light, engineer the chromatic dispersion of 
optical elements, and independently control the function 
of a device for different illumination angles.

3.1   High-efficiency high-gradient phase 
control

Since high-contrast transmitarrays (HCA) are central to 
the most of the discussions of this section, we first briefly 
discuss their operation. We are primarily interested in 

CBA
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670 nm

3 µm
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D FE

Figure 1: Recent advances in metasurfaces.
(A) Optical and scanning electron micrographs of a high-contrast grating mirror with focusing ability [32]. (B) Scanning electron micrograph 
of a plasmonic metasurface beam deflector [17]. (C) A geometric phase axicon with dielectric microbars [39]. (D) Microwave beam deflec-
tion with a metallic Huygens’ metasurface along with unit cell of the beam deflector [40]. (E) Scanning electron micrograph of a dielectric 
Huygens’ beam deflector. Simulated field intensities are plotted on the right [41]. (F) Scanning electron micrograph of a portion of a high-
contrast transmitarray lens [42].
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the 2D HCAs, and therefore, we consider their case here, 
although much of the discussions are also valid for the 
one-dimensional case. In general, these devices are based 
on high-refractive-index dielectric nanoscatterers sur-
rounded by low-index media [13, 34, 65, 67, 70–72, 76, 78]. 
The structure can be symmetric (i.e. with the substrate 
and capping layers having the same refractive indexes) 
[42] or asymmetric [66, 67, 76, 78]. Depending on the mate-
rials and the required phase coverage, the thickness of the 
high-index layer is usually between 0.5λ0 and λ0, where 
λ0 is the free space wavelength. Typically, these struc-
tures are designed to be compatible with conventional 

microfabrication techniques; therefore, they are composed 
of nanoscatterers made from the same material structure 
and with the same thickness over the device area. Various 
scatterers can have different cross-sections in the plane of 
the metasurface, but the cross-section of any single scat-
terer is usually kept the same along the layer thickness 
to facilitate its fabrication using binary lithography tech-
niques. For wavefront shaping, the nanoscatterers should 
be on the vertices of a subwavelength lattice that satis-
fies the Nyquist sampling criterion [42] in order to avoid 
excitation of unwanted diffraction orders. For simplicity, 
the lattices are usually selected to be periodic. Figure 2A 
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Figure 2: Operation principles of HCAs.
(A) Schematic illustration of some possible HCA configurations with different nano-post shapes and lattice structures. HID: high-index 
dielectric, LID: low-index dielectric. (B) Scanning electron micrograph of a graded index lens, etched directly into a silicon wafer [117]. (C) 
Simulated magnetic energy density in a periodic array of α-Si nano-posts plotted in cross-sections perpendicular to (left) and passing 
through (right) the nano-posts’ axes. For larger nano-posts, the field is highly confined inside the nano-posts. The scale bars are 1 μm [67]. 
(D) Simulated transmission phase for α-Si nano-posts operating beyond the EMT regime (left, [66]) and TiO2 nano-posts operating within 
the EMT regime (right, [118]). (E) Simulated transmission amplitude and phase of a periodic array of circular α-Si nano-posts versus post 
diameter and lattice constant [67]. (F) Top: Magnetic energy distribution of optical resonances inside an α-Si nano-post that contribute to 
the transmission amplitude and phase of the structure around 900 nm [119]. Bottom: reconstruction of the nano-post transmission and 
phase using the frequency responses of the resonance modes. The left figure shows relative contributions of the different modes. (G) 
Near-IR lenses fabricated with α-Si HCAs, and their performance as high-NA lenses with high efficiency [67]. The lenses are designed to 
focus light emitted by a single-mode optical fiber to a diffraction-limited spot. The lenses have NAs from ~0.5 to ~0.97 and measured focus-
ing efficiencies of 82% to 42%. Scale bar: 1 μm.
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shows two typically used structures with triangular and 
square lattices [34, 78]. For polarization-independent 
operation (in the case of normal incidence with small 
deflection angle), the nanoscatterers should have sym-
metric cross-sections such as circles, squares, regular hex-
agons, etc. (Figure 2A). Similar to high-contrast gratings 
[32, 33, 120], these structures can also be used in reflection 
mode by backing them with a metallic or dielectric reflec-
tor [121–123] (Figure 2A, bottom) or by properly selecting 
their thicknesses [124, 125].

The first HCA diffractive devices demonstrated by 
Lalanne et al. [76, 78] (referred to as blazed binary diffrac-
tive devices at the time) were designed to operate in an 
effective medium theory (EMT) regime, where only one 
transverse mode could be excited in the HCA layer. In 
2011, it was suggested by Fattal et al. [34] and later dem-
onstrated [65–67] that using higher-index materials (Si or 
α-Si instead of TiO2) can result in devices with higher effi-
ciency for large deflection angles, despite a departure from 
the EMT regime (where the lattice constant is larger than 
the structural cut-off [78], yet it is small enough to avoid 
unwanted diffraction [65, 66]). It is worth noting that even 
for the lower-index materials like TiO2, the optimal opera-
tion regime seems to be where the lattice is designed just 
below the structural cutoff [77]. In addition, depending 
on the design parameters, higher-index devices (such as 
silicon ones) can operate in the EMT regime as well [117]. 
One example of such devices is shown in Figure 2B, where 
a graded index lens was etched into a silicon wafer to focus 
light inside the wafer [117]. The ability of the EMT blazed 
binary structures to significantly outperform the conven-
tional échelette gratings is dominantly attributed to the 
waveguiding effect of the nano-posts that results in a sam-
pling of the incoming and outgoing waves with small cou-
pling between adjacent nano-posts [77]. In devices using 
higher-refractive-index materials like silicon, the coupling 
between adjacent nano-posts remains small even above 
the structural cutoff. In Figure 2C, the simulated magnetic 
energy density is plotted for α-Si nano-posts, showing that 
the field is highly confined inside the silicon nano-posts, 
which reduces the coupling between them. In this case, 
there are multiple propagating transverse modes inside 
the layer [67]. In addition, due to the larger number of 
resonances, the transmission phase for the nano-posts 
with the higher refractive index is a steeper function of 
the nano-post’s size (compared to the EMT structures), 
as shown in Figure 2D [66, 118]. This relieves the require-
ments of the nano-post aspect ratio and makes their fabri-
cation more feasible [66].

A second effect of the high field confinement is that 
the behavior of the structure becomes more insensitive to 

the lattice parameters, as shown in Figure 2E [67]. More 
importantly, this means that the transmission phase of a 
nano-post is largely insensitive to its neighboring posts; 
therefore, adjacent nano-posts can have significantly 
different sizes without much degradation of their per-
formance. This is in contrast to the dielectric Huygens 
metasurfaces [41, 59, 61, 121, 126, 127], where the coupling 
between neighboring scatterers results in significant 
performance degradation if the size of the neighboring 
scatterers changes too abruptly. In addition, unlike the 
Huygens metasurfaces, the high transmission amplitude 
and full 2π-phase coverage of the HCAs result from the 
contributions of multiple resonances. Such resonances 
are shown for a typical α-Si nano-post in Figure 2F [119]. 
An expansion of the optical scattering of the nano-posts 
to electric and magnetic multipoles is also possible [70]. 
However, capturing the full physics requires the use of 
higher-order multipoles, and the expansion does not give 
much direct information about the contribution of each 
resonance to each of the multipole terms or how they can 
be tailored for a specific application.

In recent years, multiple groups have demonstrated 
high-efficiency, high numerical aperture (NA) lenses 
using the HCA platform [66, 67, 69, 72, 118, 128]. Figure 2G 
shows one of the early demonstrations where lenses with 
NAs ranging from ~0.5 to above 0.95 were demonstrated, 
with measured absolute focusing efficiencies from 82% to 
42% depending on the NA, while keeping a close to dif-
fraction limited spot.

In both EMT and non-EMT regimes, the standard 
design method for optical phase masks (lenses in par-
ticular) has been to extract the transmission (reflection) 
coefficient for a periodic array of nano-posts and use them 
directly to design aperiodic devices that manipulate the 
phase profile [34, 65–67, 78]. This design process is based 
on the assumptions that the sampling is local, there is not 
much coupling between the nano-posts, and the trans-
mission phase and amplitude remain the same for differ-
ent scattering angles. The validity of these assumptions 
starts to break at large deflection angles and contribute 
to the lower efficiency of the devices at such angles. More 
recently, a few methods have been proposed and dem-
onstrated potential for increasing the efficiency of these 
devices [129–131]. While periodic devices (i.e. blazed 
gratings) with measured efficiencies as high as 75% at 
75-degree deflection angles have been demonstrated, 
the case for nonperiodic devices is more challenging, 
and to the best of our knowledge, the absolute measured 
focusing efficiencies for lenses with NAs about 0.8  have 
been limited to slightly above 75% [130]. Proper measure-
ment and reporting of the efficiency are very important 
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parameters in phase control devices with high gradients. 
A proper definition of efficiency for lenses is the power of 
light focused to a small area around the focal point (for 
instance a disk with a diameter that is two to three times 
the diffraction limited Airy diameter). With this defini-
tion, it is essential in experiments that a pinhole be used 
around the focal spot to block the light outside this area; 
otherwise, the measured value would be the transmission 
efficiency. It is also important to identify the illuminat-
ing beam size when measuring efficiencies. Using a beam 
smaller than the clear aperture of the lens will effectively 
reduce the NA of the lens and lead to an overestimation 
of the device efficiency. The type of power detector used 
may also significantly bias the efficiency measurements. 
The light focused by a high-NA device has a wide angular 
spectrum and many detectors are sensitive to the incident 
angle of light. Ideally, a detector with a wide acceptance 
angle such as an integrating sphere should be used in the 
efficiency measurements.

3.2   Simultaneous polarization and phase 
control

In refractive optics, polarization and phase control are 
generally performed with different types of devices. DOEs, 
on the other hand, have the ability to simultaneously 
control polarization and phase. For instance, polariza-
tion gratings have been fabricated and used to deflect 
light based on its state of polarization [132–134]. Spatially 
varying polarization control (along with the associated 
geometric phase) was demonstrated about two decades 
ago with computer-generated holograms [52, 135–141]. 
For example, using the geometric phase (that changes 
sign with changing the incident light helicity), Hasman 
et  al. [52] demonstrated polarization-dependent focus-
ing, where the lens demonstrates positive optical power 
for one incident helicity and an equal but negative optical 
power for the other one. Dielectric metasurfaces that used 
geometric phase for beam shaping were also introduced 
around the same time [138, 139].

More recently, metallic and dielectric metasurfaces 
have been widely used to control the polarization of 
light [13, 17, 35, 38, 39, 44, 46, 70, 142–156]. Many of these 
devices are uniform waveplates that simply transform 
the polarization of the input wave upon reflection or 
transmission [35, 142, 143, 146–150]. Many of the other 
designs are based on polarization-dependent scatterers 
that locally act as waveplates (usually half-waveplates) 
but have varying rotations across the metasurface [17, 
38, 39, 44, 46, 52, 70, 145, 151–156]. In most cases of this 

category, the polarization conversion actually comes as 
an unwanted corollary of using the geometric phase for 
wavefront manipulation [17, 38, 39, 46, 52, 145, 153]. In 
other cases, the polarization-dependent response of plas-
monic and dielectric nanoscatterers has been utilized to 
independently control the phase under two orthogonal 
(usually linear) polarizations [155, 157–160].

In 2013, Pfeiffer and Grbic [144] proposed a cascaded 
multilayer plasmonic metasurface with the ability to 
perform as a waveplate with independent control over the 
phase of x- and y-polarized transmitted light. Although 
the achieved phase coverage was not complete, they were 
still able to design a lens composed of different quarter-
waveplates that simultaneously changed the polarization 
from linear to circular and focused light [144]. Later, Yang 
et  al. [121] used a similar concept with a Si reflectarray 
to demonstrate half-waveplates with controllable x- and 
y-polarized reflection phases. Using the half-waveplates, 
they demonstrated a beam deflector and vortex beam 
generator that simultaneously rotated the polarization by 
90°. In 2014, Arbabi et al. reported a generalization of this 
concept to achieve independent and simultaneous control 
of phase and polarization of light [13, 51]. The idea is based 
on birefringent elements with the ability to completely and 
independently control the phase of two orthogonal linear 
polarizations and freely choose the orientation of those 
directions (i.e. the optical axis directions). A schematic of 
a device with this ability is shown in Figure 3A, where bire-
fringent HCA nano-posts are used to provide this control 
[13]. They showed that with these two simple conditions, a 
metasurface can completely control the optical phase and 
polarization, with two different manifestations: first, an 
incident light with any given polarization and phase can 
be transformed into an output light with any desired polar-
ization and phase. Second, given two orthogonal input 
polarizations (linear, circular, or elliptical), their phases 
can be independently controlled to perform two independ-
ent functions for the two polarizations. The second appli-
cation comes at the small cost that the output polarization 
for each input will have the same polarization ellipse as 
the input one, but with the opposite handedness.

The birefringent HCA platform is especially suited 
for these applications as it provides the complete and 
independent control for orthogonal linear polarizations 
(with the proper choice of parameters). In addition, the 
weak coupling between adjacent nano-posts allows one 
to choose the dimensions and the orientation of each 
nano-post independently. This means that the control can 
be independently done at each point on a subwavelength 
lattice and with high efficiency [13]. A simple applica-
tion for this platform is the implementation of spatially 
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varying waveplates [70, 152, 154]. For instance, using the 
device shown in Figure 3B, which is formed from half-
waveplates with different rotation angles, the authors 
demonstrated a high-performance linear to azimuthal 

and radial polarization converter [152]. This platform can 
also be designed to achieve the same type of polarization 
conversion, while focusing light at the same time [13]. 
Another example of applications of this platform is shown 
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Figure 3: Simultaneous polarization and phase control with HCAs.
(A) Schematic illustration of the birefringent HCA nano-post with the ability to completely and independently control the phase and polariza-
tion of light [13]. (B) A spatially varying waveplate with the ability to convert horizontally and vertically polarized input light to radially and 
azimuthally polarized output light in the telecommunications band [152]. (C) An example of the possible devices that can be fabricated with 
the birefringent HCA structure. The device focuses the incident light to a diffraction-limited spot or a doughnut-shaped spot depending on 
its helicity. The same type of functionality can be achieved for any arbitrary orthogonal polarization basis (i.e. linear or elliptical) [13]. (D) 
Broadband half (left) and quarter (right) waveplates designed with birefringent HCAs. The waveplates have λ/20 bandwidths of ~9% [70]. (E) 
Linear polarization beam-splitters fabricated in GaN for visible [161]. (F) Several elliptical polarization beam-splitters fabricated in TiO2 for 
green light [162].
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in Figure 3C, where a metasurface is designed to focus cir-
cularly polarized light either to a diffraction-limited spot 
or to a doughnut-shaped focus depending on the input 
handedness [13]. Generally, any two arbitrary function-
alities (beam deflection, focusing, hologram projection, 
vortex beam generation, etc.) can be encoded into the two 
orthogonal polarizations. Various types of polarization-
switchable holograms [13, 162] and mode generators [13, 
163] have also been demonstrated.

An important property of this platform is that the wide 
range of available design parameters (material system, 
high-index layer thickness, lattice constant, shape and 
size of the nano-posts) allows one to design waveplates 
with relatively wide bandwidths (~10%) and low sensi-
tivity to fabrication errors, as different groups have dem-
onstrated in the telecommunication [70] and visible red 
[154] bands. Figure 3D shows the retardance for two such 
designs that demonstrate a ~9% bandwidth for quarter 
and half-waveplates.

Similar to the polarization-insensitive case, this 
concept and platform can be transformed to any elec-
tromagnetic band using a proper selection of material 
system and scaling. Recently, different groups have 
demonstrated polarization beamsplitters for linear [161] 
and elliptical [162] polarizations using GaN and TiO2, 
respectively. The measurement results of these devices 
are shown in Figure 3E [161] and F [162], respectively. 
As seen from Figure 3E, the efficiencies of these devices 
operating at visible wavelengths are still limited to about 
50% (the efficiencies of the TiO2 devices have not been 
reported), compared to the near-infrared (IR) devices 
where efficiencies above 90% have been achieved [13]. 
One possible cause can be the lower available refractive 
indexes in the visible that does not allow for full phase 
and polarization control with low coupling between 
nano-posts. The larger sensitivity to fabrication errors 
might be another reason for the lower efficiencies in 
the visible. In addition, the geometrical-phase wave-
front manipulators that use waveplates (usually half-
waveplates) with different rotations to impose a specific 
phase profile on a specific input polarization [71, 73, 74] 
can now be thought of as a particular case of this gen-
eralized platform for phase and polarization control. 
Since for those devices only one type of nano-post (i.e. 
a single half-waveplate) is required, the dimensions of 
that nano-post can be designed such that the final device 
has higher efficiency and reduced sensitivity to fabrica-
tion errors or small changes in operation wavelength [70, 
154]. However, similar to other geometric phase-based 
devices, these optical elements only work for one polari-
zation and the power in the other polarization is lost into 

unwanted diffraction, limiting their theoretical unpolar-
ized-light efficiency to 50%.

3.3   Controlling chromatic dispersion

The bandwidth of operation is an important parameter 
for many types of optical devices. The definition of band-
width depends on the actual functionality and the appli-
cation of the device. In this section, we review the recent 
advancements in addressing the issue of chromatic dis-
persion in metasurfaces that manipulate the phase profile 
of light, i.e. the change in the performance of such devices 
when the wavelength is varied. Examples of such devices 
include beam deflectors, lenses, holograms, etc., where 
the deflection angle, focal distance, and size of the holo-
graphic image (or the reconstruction distance) change 
with varying the wavelength, respectively [22, 164]. This 
is a fundamentally different issue from the wavelength 
dependence of some other types of metasurfaces such as 
waveplates or absorbers that do not shape the beam. In 
addition, although related in some sense, this is physi-
cally different from the challenges faced in designing 
broadband (in the sense of having high efficiency over 
a broad bandwidth) dispersive gratings that show the 
regular dispersion characteristics of diffractive gratings.

The issue of chromatic dispersion in diffractive optics 
has been studied and has been well known for a long time 
[22, 164–166]. Unlike refractive optics, where chromatic 
dispersion is caused by material dispersion, the chromatic 
dispersion of diffractive optical devices results from struc-
tural dispersion [165, 166]. The most well-known case of 
this behavior is the diffraction grating, where the angle 
of deflection for each order and the rate of change of that 
angle with wavelength are solely determined by the pitch 
of the grating. In diffractive lenses, this property is mani-
fested through a significant change in the focal distance 
with varying the wavelength, thus significantly limit-
ing the applications of diffractive-only lens systems. To 
address this issue to some extent, multiorder multiwave-
length diffractive elements were used [166]. Such devices 
are in essence similar to multiorder gratings, where dif-
ferent orders of interest are blazed to have high efficien-
cies at different wavelengths, where the deflection angles 
(or focal distances) of the different orders are the same. 
Recently, there has been a great deal of interest in address-
ing the chromatic dispersion issue in metasurfaces [31, 73, 
74, 122, 167–181]. Most of the demonstrated methods result 
in multiwavelength devices and are in principle similar to 
the multiorder DOEs [31, 73, 74, 167–171, 173, 175, 176, 179]. 
More recently, a method based on independent control of 
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phase and its wavelength derivative (dispersion) has been 
introduced [180] and used to implement achromatic [73, 
122, 172, 180, 181] and dispersion-engineered [122] meta-
surface diffractive devices. Here, we first review the mul-
tiwavelength devices and discuss several methods that 
have been utilized to demonstrate them. Then we explain 
the dispersion-phase control and mention the devices that 
have been demonstrated using this method.

The simplest method used to demonstrate multiwave-
length devices is based on spatial multiplexing of meta-
surfaces [73, 74, 167, 176, 177, 182, 183]. In this method, 
multiple metasurfaces are designed for multiple wave-
lengths (one for each wavelength). For simplicity of fab-
rication, all metasurfaces are typically designed with the 
same material and with the same thickness. Two slightly 
different approaches can then be taken to combine such 
multiwavelength devices: first, the meta-atoms can be 
interleaved on a wavelength scale scheme [73, 74, 176]. 
One example of such devices is shown in Figure 4A, where 
four different lenses (two for green, one for red, and one 
for blue) are interleaved to focus the colors to different 
points [73]. The second approach is based on dividing the 
device aperture to macroscopic segments and assigning 
different wavelengths to different segments. An example 
of such a device is schematically shown in Figure 4B, 
where a lens is designed to have the same focal length at 
the red, blue, and green wavelengths [167]. This method 
can also be applied to conventional diffractive elements. 
The second method of multiwavelength design is combin-
ing the required phases for different wavelengths to the 
structure in a holographic design manner (i.e. by adding 
the transmission coefficients at different wavelengths) 
[168]. A lens designed to focus three visible wavelengths 
to the same focal distance and its axial plane measure-
ment results are shown in Figure 4C. The main problem 
with all of the mentioned methods is that the multiwave-
length operations come at the expense of efficiency and 
elevated background resulting from the imperfect phase.

Another method to achieve multiwavelength opera-
tion is using frequency selective meta-atoms [169]. 
Similar methods were used in the microwave domain to 
demonstrate multiband reflectarrays as early as the 1990s 
[184]. Figure 4D shows the schematics and measurement 
results for one such device that is based on three different 
plasmonic layers. Each plasmonic layer has a different 
resonance wavelength, resulting in the layer becoming 
nontransparent. The authors have used this effect to 
show multiple Fresnel zone plate (FZP) devices. Another 
(to some extent related method) is based on using bire-
fringent meta-atoms to create different phase (or ampli-
tude in the case of FZPs) profiles for two wavelengths 

under orthogonal polarizations [170, 173]. This is sche-
matically shown in Figure 4E, along with the measure-
ment results of one such lens. Recently, Wang et al. [185] 
have used a combination of the polarization dependent 
and spatial multiplexing methods to demonstrate a mul-
ticolor hologram.

A different design is based on using multiple meta-
atoms per unit cell (i.e. a meta-molecule) in order to have 
multiple phase control parameters. This method has been 
used to demonstrate various multiwavelength gratings 
[171] and lenses [31, 175]. Figure 4F [171] and G [31] show 
schematics and measurement results for such typical 
gratings and lenses. In the approach presented in [31], 
a set of meta-molecules are designed such that they can 
independently provide any combination of two phases 
at two different wavelengths. The concept is general and 
can be used to design efficient multiwavelength and mul-
tifunctional devices. Finally, one could use optimization 
methods (for periodic structures up to now) to demon-
strate multiwavelength devices [179]. All of these methods 
can be and have been utilized to design devices with the 
same or different functions at multiple wavelengths.

In 2016, Arbabi et  al. [180] introduced a method to 
address the issue of chromatic dispersion over a continu-
ous bandwidth and used it to show a focusing mirror 
(NA ~ 0.3, f = 850 μm at 1520 nm) with significantly dimin-
ished dispersion over a 10% bandwidth. The method is 
based on meta-atoms with the ability to independently 
control the phase and group delays. To have achromatic 
behavior, portions of a pulse that hit different parts of a 
lens should arrive at the focus with the same phase and 
group delays. This is schematically shown in Figure 4H. 
Mathematically, it is simpler to use the equivalent termi-
nology of phase-dispersion (i.e. phase and its wavelength 
derivative) to describe this behavior. One meta-atom 
comprising of an α-Si nano-post on a low-index material 
backed by a metallic mirror and the coverage it provides in 
the phase-dispersion plane is shown in Figure 4H [122]. It 
is seen that for each phase, there are about four different 
available dispersion values. The idea was also general-
ized to devices that demonstrate nonzero dispersion. For 
instance, gratings and focusing mirrors with reverse (i.e. 
positive) and enhanced (hypernegative) dispersion were 
also demonstrated [122]. The measured focal distances 
and intensity distributions for a few focusing mirrors 
are shown in Figure 4H. The devices were demonstrated 
to have focusing efficiencies of approximately 50% over 
the design bandwidth. Similar structures as in Ref. [180] 
but fabricated in TiO2 were also used to demonstrate ach-
romatic focusing mirrors in the visible with about 10% 
bandwidth and <20% efficiency [181].
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Focusing mirrors based on the same phase-dispersion 
control concept, but using plasmonic scatterers, were used 
to demonstrate reduced chromatic dispersion for focusing 
mirrors with a few different focal distances and NA values 

(NA ~ 0.2–0.3, f ~ 150 μm–65 μm) [172]. The devices work 
under a single circular polarization, showed reduced 
chromatic dispersion from 1200 nm to 1650 nm, and have 
average efficiencies below 12%. Recently, Chen et al. [186] 
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Figure 4: Multi-wavelength and dispersion-engineered metasurfaces.
(A) An example of a spatially multiplexed multiwavelength metasurface through interleaving of GaN meta-atoms. Four lenses are mul-
tiplexed to separate RGB colors [73]. (B) Concept of a multiwavelength metasurface lens multiplexed through segmentation [167]. (C) 
Multiwavelength metasurface lens designed through holographic superposition of fields [168]. (D) Multiwavelength Fresnel-zone-plate lens 
designed using frequency-dependent scatterers [169]. (E) Double-wavelength metasurfaces designed with birefringent meta-atoms [170]. (F) 
Multiwavelength metasurface grating designed with multiscatterer unit cells (meta-molecules) [171]. (G) Polarization insensitive multiwave-
length lenses designed with dielectric meta-molecules [31]. (H) Dispersion-engineered metasurfaces designed using meta-atoms with inde-
pendent control of phase and group delays. Focusing mirrors and gratings with inverse, zero, and increased dispersion are demonstrated 
[122]. (I) Achromatic lenses and gratings designed using plasmonic meta-atoms with varying phases and phase derivatives [172].
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demonstrated a transmissive lens working in the visible 
and showing reduced dispersion from 470 nm to 670 nm. 
The device has a 70-μm focal distance and a numerical 
aperture of 0.2 and focuses one circular polarization with 
<20% efficiency. Wang et al. [187] demonstrated transmis-
sive lenses in the visible (400–660 nm range) with average 
efficiencies about 40% that show reduced chromatic dis-
persion. The lenses have diameters of 60 μm and numeri-
cal apertures smaller than 0.15.

A very important issue regarding metasurfaces with 
increased bandwidth is that a comparison based on the 
absolute or relative bandwidth (Δλ or Δλ/λ) could be 
misleading. Therefore, it is important to have a proper 
criterion for comparing how much an achromatization 
technique can in fact increase the bandwidth of various 
devices with different wavelengths, NAs, and sizes. Since 
most of the work in the field is concerned with designing 
lenses and focusing mirrors, here, we use a criterion that 
is relevant in this context. To reduce the imaging quality 
beyond acceptability, the focus should not move more 
than the depth of focus. In order to make this independent 
of wavelength and image sensor characteristics or target 
resolution, we use the criterion suggested in [188] that 
uses the Rayleigh range of the focused beam instead of 
the depth of focus. This way, to degrade the performance 
below acceptability, the focus should move such that the 
spot area is increased to twice its optimal value. For a con-
ventional diffractive lens (or a typical metasurface lens) 
working at a wavelength λ, the resulting acceptable opera-
tion bandwidth is then given by Δλ0 = (π/2ln(2))λ2/(fNA2) 
[188]. Therefore, to compare the operation bandwidths 
for different devices, one should normalize it to Δλ0, 
indicating how much the method can actually increase 
the bandwidth. Here, we calculate this ratio for the five 
works discussed above [122, 172, 180, 181, 186, 187]. For the 
devices in [122, 180] and [181], this ratio is Δλach/Δλ0 ~ 1.9; 
for the mirrors in [172], the maximum value of this ratio 
is ΔλAch/Δλ0 ~ 0.7; and for the lenses demonstrated in [186] 
and [187], ΔλAch/Δλ0 ~ 0.9 and 1.08, respectively. Therefore, 
the best results have yet been demonstrated with dielec-
tric focusing mirrors [122, 180, 181].

The formula of the operation bandwidth given above 
shows that it is significantly easier to design achromatic 
devices that have smaller physical apertures and also 
smaller numerical apertures [174]. This is directly related 
to the time delay between rays that propagate through 
the center of the lens and the circumference of the lens as 
shown in Figure 4H (top left). Equivalently, the maximum 
size and numerical aperture of a lens that can be designed 
with a specific platform are limited by the highest quality 
factors (Qs) of the meta-atoms that can be reliably 

achieved. Since for higher Qs it is harder to maintain a 
linear phase versus frequency relation, it becomes harder 
and harder to design large-aperture high-NA devices that 
operate over a wide bandwidth [122]. In addition, the effi-
ciency and achievable level of geometrical aberration cor-
rection are limited by how well the phase and dispersion 
can be independently controlled [122]. The solution is to 
find meta-atoms that support multiple high Q resonances 
that can linearize the phase versus frequency relation 
over a wide range, a challenging task that has not been 
yet overcome. For simplicity, here, we ignored the effect 
of efficiency that can change the actual bandwidth signifi-
cantly by changing the signal-to-noise ratio. For a more 
detailed discussion of this issue, see [188, 189]. Another 
route to overcome the chromatic dispersion issue might 
be computationally enhanced imaging using unconven-
tional metasurface phase masks [190].

3.4   Angular response control with 
metasurfaces

In the past two sections, we reviewed the recent advances 
in independently controlling light based on the polari-
zation and wavelength degrees of freedom of the input 
light. Another degree of freedom for the input wave is its 
spatial distribution (i.e. the spatial mode domain). The 
simplest basis for this degree of freedom is the plane-
wave basis. In other words, metasurfaces with the ability 
to independently control light incoming from different 
angles are also of interest. Developing such metasurfaces 
is challenging mainly because of two reasons: first, due 
to their diffractive nature, metasurfaces show a high 
angular response correlation. The most typical case for 
this behavior is that of a diffraction grating. Defined only 
by their periodicity, gratings have certain diffraction 
orders (i.e. the Floquet-Bloch modes), each one with an 
associated grating momentum. The case is more com-
plicated, but fundamentally similar, for nonperiodic 
devices like Fresnel lenses and holograms due to the 
existence of Fresnel zone boundaries [31, 165, 166]. The 
second property that makes it challenging to control the 
angular response with metasurfaces is that the scatter-
ing response of meta-atoms is generally insensitive to the 
incident angle. This can be thought of as a special case of 
the more general optical angular memory effect [191]. In 
fact, recently, it has been shown that metasurface scatter-
ing media have unusually large optical angular memory 
ranges [192]. In this section, we mention three recent 
works that have addressed this issue [14, 193, 194]. The 
first two [193, 194] have focused on controlling the blaze 
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profile for multiorder gratings, and the third has devel-
oped a platform that provides independent wavefront 
control under two incident angles, allowing for achieving 
two arbitrary functions from a single device illuminated 
at different angles [14].

One could treat a multiorder diffraction grating as a 
multiport system with a regular scattering matrix nota-
tion, in case one is only interested in illumination from a 
finite number of incident angles [193]. The ports of interest 
are then determined by the angles of incidence, and their 
existing diffraction orders. One such case is shown in 
Figure 5A, left, where a slightly superwavelength grating 

(a grating whose period is larger than the wavelength) 
with the zeroth and the first (±1) orders propagating under 
normal illumination is assumed. For the specific perio-
dicity shown by the vertical dashed black line, illumina-
tion from 28° will result in only the zeroth and −1 (to −28°) 
orders (Figure 5A, middle). The authors have designed 
a microwave reflectarray that retroreflects under illu-
mination from these specific angles using the platform 
schematically shown in Figure 5A, right. The device is 
essentially working as a Littrow grating with −2 and −1 
orders being blazed under illuminations from ±70° and 
±28°, respectively. Due to the limited angular dependence 
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Figure 5: Metasurfaces with angular response control.
(A) Multichannel control of microwave metasurfaces through use of allowed and prohibited diffraction channels. Left and middle: A slightly 
super-wavelength Littrow grating (the period is shown with the dashed black line) that retroreflects under five different blaze angles [193]. 
Right: schematic of the platform used to demonstrate multiangle metasurfaces. (B) One-dimensional high-contrast dielectric reflective 
gratings numerically optimized to blaze different diffraction orders under illumination from different input angles [194]. (C) High-contrast 
dielectric reflectarray designed to provide independent phase control under two different incident angles [14]. The U-shaped meta-atom 
allows for independent control of symmetric and antisymmetric modes inside it, thus enabling devices with independent arbitrary functions 
at different incident angles. Gratings with different moments and holograms projecting different images were demonstrated.
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of the metallic reflective elements, high efficiency opera-
tion of the device depends on the fact that for each input 
channel, there are only a very limited number of possible 
output channels (in this specific case, only three ports for 
normal and ±70°, and two ports for ±28°). In addition, the 
number of conditions that should be satisfied can also be 
decreased using symmetries of the required operation. For 
instance, the required surface impedances for retroreflec-
tion under incident angles of +θi and −θi are in fact the 
same [193].

Cheng et  al. [194] used a high-contrast dielectric 
grating backed by a metallic mirror to independently 
control the diffraction angle for different incident angles 
under transverse magnetic (TM)-polarized illumination. 
Since the high-contrast devices have a significant angular 
dependence for TM-polarized light [119], this structure 
(Figure 5B, left) allows for better independent control of 
the blaze profile. Using this structure and an optimization 
method, they demonstrated a few different devices with 
the ability to independently control the blaze profile for 
a few angles. The response of one such device under four 
different incident angles is shown in Figure 5B. The struc-
ture has a periodicity of about 14 wavelengths with many 
possible diffraction orders, and therefore, these simula-
tion results confirm the ability of the device to control 
blazing profile based on the incident angle to some extent.

The main limitation of both methods mentioned 
above is that they are still limited by the existing dif-
fraction orders of the grating, and they are applicable 
only to periodic structures. Recently, Kamali et  al. [14] 
introduced a platform that allows for independent phase 
control under two different incident angles. The struc-
ture is based on U-shaped high-index nano-posts backed 
by a metallic reflector, shown in Figure 5C, left. The spe-
cific shape allows for independent control of reflection 
phases using the symmetric and antisymmetric reso-
nances inside the nano-posts. This platform allows for 
arbitrary independent control of the device function 
under different input angles. For instance, the authors 
demonstrated blazed gratings with different periodici-
ties and a hologram that projects two different holo-
graphic images when illuminated from 0° and 30°. The 
simulation and measurement results of the hologram are 
shown in Figure 5C.

So far, all demonstrated platforms control the angular 
response of the metasurface for a discrete number of illu-
mination angles. Controlling the behavior of a single-layer 
metasurface over a continuous range of angles is more 
challenging and requires elements that enable independ-
ent control of phase and its derivative with respect to 
angle [195].

4   Applications of optical 
metasurfaces

Metasurfaces have been utilized in different applica-
tions, ranging from emulating the conventional optical 
elements with miniaturized sizes to providing new func-
tionalities not feasible with conventional optical devices. 
In this section, we provide a brief overview of various 
applications of optical metasurfaces including wavefront 
manipulation, tunable and reconfigurable devices, con-
formal optics, and metasystems.

4.1   Wavefront shaping

One of the important features of metasurfaces is the capa-
bility of manipulating the optical wavefront with sub-
wavelength spatial resolution, which enables shaping 
the wavefront of light with high precision. Therefore, any 
desired phase profile can be encoded into a metasurface 
to provide a specific functionality. Lenses [6, 52, 66, 67, 72, 
117, 120, 196, 197], focusing mirrors [32, 48, 122, 180, 198, 
199], collimators [68, 200], waveplates [17, 38, 39, 44, 46, 
52, 142, 145], beam deflectors (gratings) [41, 78, 127, 128, 
131, 201–204], spiral phase plates [13, 66, 121, 160, 205–
207], orbital angular momentum (OAM) generators [45, 
208–213], and holograms [14, 46, 74, 153, 159, 182, 214–218] 
are just some examples of functionalities that are readily 
available with metasurfaces. Different metasurface plat-
forms have been investigated to create various phase pro-
files. Although HCAs surpass other proposed platforms 
in terms of efficiency, robustness, and functionality, all 
metasurface platforms with meta-atoms that can span 
the entire 0 to 2π phase range can be designed to gener-
ate any desired phase profile (with a limited range of pos-
sible deflection angles). Figure  6A–F demonstrate some 
examples of wavefront shaping implemented with meta-
surfaces. Figure 6A shows the simulation results of an 
aspherical metasurface lens designed at a wavelength of 
650 nm [34]. The field distribution of the metasurface lens 
in the axial plane shows how the wavefront is changed to 
a spherical profile, causing the light to focus to a diffrac-
tion limited spot. The transmission efficiency of the lens 
is 75% in simulation. Any other complex wavefronts can 
be shaped through metasurfaces [66, 105, 119]. Figure 6B 
shows a scanning electron microscope image of a vortex 
metasurface lens designed for operation at 850 nm wave-
length [66]. The designed metasurface phase profile is 
composed of a spherical phase-profile carrying the first-
order OAM. The measured and simulated efficiency of this 
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metasurface lens are 70% and 93%, respectively. Metasur-
faces can be designed for different wavelengths according 
to the specific application. Different dielectric and metallic 
materials have been utilized to demonstrate metasurfaces 
from visible [41, 208, 211, 220] to mid-IR wavelengths [68, 
221, 222]. With a proper choice of the material system, the 
design and fabrication of metasurfaces are easily scalable 
to different wavelengths. For instance, Figure 6C shows a 
schematic of a mid-IR metasurface collimating lens [68]. 
The metasurface lens is designed to collimate the output 
beam radiation of a 4.8-μm single-mode quantum cascade 
laser. The phase distribution at the lens plane is shown 
in Figure 6C. A 79% measured transmission efficiency is 
reported for the metasurface lens with a 0.86 numerical 
aperture [68]. Several dielectric materials have been used 
for metasurface demonstration at visible, including silicon 
(in amorphous, poly, or single crystalline form) [39, 128, 
223, 224], gallium nitride [73, 161], silicon nitride [69, 192, 
208], titanium dioxide [6, 71, 77], and silicon dioxide [225]. 
Figure 6D shows the experimental results of a metasurface 

OAM generator designed at 532-nm wavelength for under-
water optical communications. Various blazed grating 
“fork” phase masks with different OAM orders (+1/−1 and 
+3/−3) are generated through SiN metasurfaces. Measured 
intensity profiles and interferograms of +1 and +3 OAM 
orders are shown in Figure 6D. Phase-only holograms 
are another example of phase masks that can be easily 
demonstrated with metasurfaces. Generally, any target 
3D intensity that can be shaped through a digital phase 
mask can also be designed with metasurface platforms. 
Figure 6E shows a measured holographic image projected 
with a metasurface hologram at 1600-nm wavelength with 
over 90% transmission efficiency [214]. The scanning elec-
tron micrograph of a portion of the metasurface is shown 
in the inset. The thin and planar nature of metasurfaces 
results in their large angular optical memory effect range 
[191, 192]. In addition, metasurfaces can also be designed 
to have large angular scattering ranges (i.e. deflect light 
to large angles with high efficiency). These characteristics 
make them suitable for microscopy applications [192]. A 
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Figure 6: Wavefront shaping with phase control.
(A) A temporal snapshot of the simulated field distribution of an aspherical metasurface lens designed to shape the wavefront of light into 
a spherical phase profile. An input Gaussian beam is focused to a diffraction limited spot after passing through the polarization independ-
ent metasurface [34]. (B) A vortex-generating metasurface lens designed to focus the input beam with added OAM. A scanning electron 
micrograph of the top view of the polarization independent vortex metasurface lens is shown [66]. (C) Schematic illustration of a metasur-
face collimating lens designed to collimate the output beam of a single-mode mid-IR quantum-cascade laser [68]. (D) A metasurface OAM 
generator designed to generate blazed grating “fork” phase masks with different OAM orders. The measured intensity profiles (left) and 
the interferograms (right) of the OAM beams with different orders, which are generated through a metasurface under green light illumina-
tion [208]. (E) A metasurface designed to shape the wavefront of light to project a holographic image. Captured holographic image, created 
with a metasurface at the telecom band. (Inset) Scanning electron microscope image of a portion of the fabricated metasurface hologram 
[214]. (F) A disorder-engineered metasurface designed to generate a random phase profile with wide angular scattering range. It allows for 
focusing light with a high numerical aperture over a wide field of view [192]. (G) Metasurfaces designed to generate multiplexed geometric 
phase profiles. Schematic illustration of two different methods for making shared-aperture metasurfaces: spatial multiplexing (left) and 
field superposition (right) [219].
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disorder-engineered metasurface with large angular cor-
relation range (~30°) and a numerical aperture of 0.95 is 
schematically depicted in Figure 6F. This metasurface, 
along with a spatial light modulator (SLM), is used for 
complex wavefront engineering to shape diffraction-lim-
ited focusing over an extended volume. This combination 
of SLM and disordered metasurfaces is used for capturing 
high-resolution wide field of view fluorescence images of 
biological tissue [192].

The idea of spatially multiplexing elements to realize 
multifunctional devices has been widely used in hologra-
phy and color cameras [226, 227]. The same concept can 
also be applied to metasurfaces facilitated by their dis-
crete design nature. Therefore, different phase profiles 

can be spatially multiplexed to add more functionalities 
to a device at a cost of efficiency reduction and perfor-
mance degradation [182, 183, 219, 228, 229]. Figure 6G 
schematically shows two different multiplexing methods 
[219], named interleaved and harmonic response geomet-
ric phase metasurfaces.

Different polarization-dependent and polarization-
independent wavefront shaping applications have been 
demonstrated with metasurfaces. The more interest-
ing capability is the simultaneous control of phase and 
polarization, which results in realization of novel optical 
elements [13, 154, 162, 230]. Figure  7 summarizes a few 
applications of metasurfaces with polarization-controlled 
phase, realized through birefringent meta-atoms. For 
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Figure 7: Wavefront shaping with polarization and phase control.
(A) A reflective grating designed to deflect x- and y-polarized light to different deflection angles. A schematic of one period of the device 
is shown on the top. Desired and simulated phase profiles at an operation wavelength of 8.06 μm under x and y polarizations are shown 
on the bottom, respectively [157]. (B) A 2D grating with the ability to diffract x-polarized light vertically and y-polarized light horizontally is 
demonstrated. A scanning electron micrograph of the fabricated grating is shown on the left. Far-field intensities of the grating under x- and 
y-polarized light are shown on the right. The grating is measured under 976-nm illumination [231]. (C) A polarization switchable hologram 
generates two different images under horizontal and vertical polarizations [13]. Optical (bottom) and scanning electron micrograph (top) of 
the device are shown on the left. Simulated and measured intensity profiles under different linear polarizations are shown on the right. (D) A 
scanning electron micrograph of a portion of the device that converts azimuthally polarized light into y-polarized light is shown on the left. 
The metasurface functions as spatially varying half-wave plates, with the principal axis orientation indicated by the red dashed lines (top, 
right). Images of four molecules (top row) and apparent displacement of those molecules through a z-scan with (bottom row) and without 
(middle row) the metasurface mask [154].
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instance, a reflective grating with different deflection 
angles under x- and y-polarized light has been realized 
through birefringent metallic patches at the wavelength 
of 8.06 μm [157]. The schematic of one period of the sim-
ulated grating, as well as the imposed phases under x 
and y polarization of light are shown in Figure 7A [157]. 
Elliptical α-Si nanowires have been utilized to encode 
different optical functions into different linear polariza-
tions [231]. Figure 7B demonstrates 2D elliptical nanowire 
grating designed to diffract x-polarized light vertically and 
y-polarized light horizontally [231]. Diffraction efficien-
cies of 28.3% (25.1%) and 27.5% (26.5%) were reported for 
the two horizontal (vertical) diffraction orders. With this 
control of phase and polarization, different wavefronts 
can be embedded in a single metasurface and separately 
retrieved under different polarizations. A polarization 
switchable hologram that generates two different images 
for x- and y-polarized light is shown in Figure 7C [13]. 
Measured efficiencies of 84% and 91% were reported for 
this device for x- and y-polarized incident light, respec-
tively. Recently, the dielectric metasurfaces with the 
ability to control phase and polarization were utilized 
to demonstrate full-Stokes polarization cameras [230]. 
This category of metasurfaces has also been employed in 
microscopy applications [154]. A metasurface that con-
verts azimuthally polarized light into y-polarized light has 
been used to increase the accuracy of molecular localiza-
tion in super-resolution imaging techniques. Experimen-
tal results, showing the higher localization accuracy with 
the metasurface mask, are shown in Figure 7D.

4.2   Conformal metasurfaces

The ultrathin thickness and 2D nature of metasurfaces 
make them suitable for transferring to flexible substrates 
that can conform onto the surface of nonplanar objects 
to change their optical properties. Flexible metasurfaces 
with this capability of breaking the correlation between 
the geometry of an object and its optical functionality 
are called conformal metasurfaces [119, 232–235]. Con-
formal metasurfaces have applications where a specific 
optical functionality must be provided while the shape 
is dictated by other considerations. Phase cloaking is 
just one example of functionalities enabled by confor-
mal metasurfaces [236, 237]. Several efforts have been 
made to transfer metasurfaces (often plasmonic devices) 
to flexible and elastic substrates, mostly with the aim of 
frequency response tuning through substrate deformation 
[43, 238–242]. Most of the demonstrated platforms are at 
longer wavelengths than in the optical regime because 

transferring metallic and large structures to flexible sub-
strates is more feasible [217, 233, 243, 244]. The idea of con-
formal metasurfaces was first proposed and demonstrated 
experimentally through HCAs for the optical regime in 
[119]. Two different examples of dielectric metasurfaces 
wrapped over cylindrical surfaces to convert them to 
aspherical lenses are illustrated in Figure 8A and B [119]. 
Figure 8A shows a flexible metasurface conformed to a 
convex glass cylinder to make it behave like a converging 
aspherical lens. Intensities at the focal plane with and 
without the metasurface demonstrate a dramatic change 
in the optical behavior of the nonplanar object. Another 
demonstration that showcases the capability of this 
platform is shown in Figure 8B, where a metasurface is 
wrapped over a diverging glass cylinder to make it behave 
like a converging aspherical lens. A very robust fabrica-
tion process with a near-unity yield (larger than 99.5% 
reported) has been developed for transferring large areas 
of dielectric metasurfaces (centimeter scales) to flexible 
substrates [119]. It is worth noting that the alignment of 
a conformal metasurface to a nonplanar substrate needs 
to be very accurate for achieving the optimal phase com-
pensation through the metasurface. Different groups have 
investigated the realization of conformal metasurfaces 
[232, 235, 245]. Figure 8C shows a simulation for a proof of 
concept application of conformal metasurfaces for spheri-
cal aberration correction [232]. Figure 8D shows a meta-
surface conformed to a glass surface with a large radius 
of curvature that projects a holographic image [245]. The 
metasurface itself is designed for a flat surface and pro-
vides its best functionality on a flat surface. The degrada-
tion resulting from its conformation on a curved surface 
is tolerable if the radius of curvature of the object is much 
larger than the curvature of the wavefront generated by 
the metasurface.

4.3   Tunable metasurface optical devices

The properties of all of the metasurface devices discussed 
above are generally fixed. It is highly desirable to tune, 
switch, or reconfigure the functionality of these optical 
elements. Different approaches have been proposed for 
building tunable metasurfaces such as mechanical defor-
mations and reconfigurations [42, 246–249], electrical and 
magnetic tuning [81, 250–259], thermal tuning [254, 260, 
261], and material reconfiguration through phase-change 
materials [262–264].

Mechanically tunable metasurfaces based on elastic 
substrates are among the promising tuning platforms that 
have enabled varifocal lenses [42, 246], color tuning [242], 
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and frequency response tuning [241]. Figure  9A shows 
a varifocal aspherical metasurface lens tuned through 
radially stretching a thin substrate (~100 μm thick) that 
embeds the metasurface layer. A large tuning range (over 
952 diopters change in the optical power), while maintain-
ing high efficiency (above 50% focusing efficiency) and 
polarization-independent performance, is reported in [42]. 
Another demonstration of varifocal lenses through elastic 
plasmonic metasurfaces is shown in Figure 9B [246]. 
The metasurface is designed using the geometric phase; 
therefore, it works for one circular polarization. Moreover, 
electrically tunable elastomers can be utilized to actuate 
the same varifocal lenses electrically [247]. Mechanical 
movements of multiple rigid metasurfaces have been also 
investigated to provide focal distance tuning through 
demonstration of Alvarez lenses [248].

Electrically driven carrier accumulation is another 
proposed method of phase modulation in metasurfaces 
[250, 252, 265]. Figure 9C shows a gate-tunable graphene-
gold resonator geometry, with a larger than 230° reflected 
phase modulation range. A calculated efficiency of about 
1% is reported for this device. Electrically driven liquid 
crystals have also been used for frequency response mod-
ulation of metasurfaces [256, 258]. Electrostatic forces can 

also be utilized for tuning the frequency response of meta-
surfaces [266].

Thermal tuning is another method of changing 
the response of metasurfaces. Thermo-optical modula-
tion of metasurfaces has been proposed for spatial light 
modulation [260, 267]. Figure 9D shows a high-speed 
silicon-based device for phase-dominant spatial light 
modulation through the thermo-optic effect in α-Si. The 
building block of the device is composed of an asymmet-
ric Fabry-Pérot resonator formed by a silicon subwave-
length grating reflector and a distributed Bragg reflector. 
The pixels exhibit nearly 2π phase-dominant modulation 
with a speed of tens of kHz at telecom wavelengths [260] 
that can be utilized for beam steering. Frequency response 
tuning of metasurfaces has been also demonstrated 
through thermo-mechanical actuation [261]. Another 
tuning method is based on micro-electromechanical 
systems (MEMSs) [268, 269]. For instance, Yoo et al. [269] 
demonstrated a MEMS-based phased array using moving 
high-contrast grating mirrors.

Other platforms have also been proposed for imple-
menting reconfigurable and switchable metasurfaces. For 
instance, reconfigurable metasurfaces can be achieved 
through phase-change materials [262–264, 270]. The 
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Figure 8: Conformal metasurfaces.
(A) A conformal dielectric metasurface wrapped over a convex cylinder to make it behave as an aspherical lens. An optical image of the 
flexible metasurface conformed to the convex glass cylinder is shown on the left. Measured intensities at the plane of focus with (middle) 
and without (right) the conformal metasurface are also shown [119]. (B) Optical image of the fabricated conformal metasurface mounted 
on a diverging glass cylinder to convert it to an aspherical lens (left). Measured intensity at the designed plane of focus of the metasurface 
and concave glass cylinder combination under illumination with 915-nm light (right) [119]. (C) A conformal metasurface designed to correct 
spherical aberrations of nonspherical surfaces. A simulated intensity profile of a cylindrical lens is shown on the left. A simulated intensity 
profile of the metasurface and cylindrical lens combination is shown on the right [232]. The metasurface is responsible for spherical aber-
ration compensation in the horizontal plane. (D) A conformable metasurface is designed to project a holographic image when mounted on 
a planar substrate. The degradation of metasurface performance is tolerable with small deformations of the substrate [245]. A conformable 
metasurface mounted on a slightly curved glass is shown on the left. Measured projected image of the metasurface conformed to the glass 
is shown on the right.
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optical properties of phase change materials vary through 
transformation from the amorphous to the crystalline state. 
Usually, short optical or electrical pulses are utilized for 
actuating these materials to switch between the two states 
to provide reconfigurable metasurfaces [264]. It is note-
worthy that metasurfaces with angular response control 
[14] and polarization-phase control [13] that were dis-
cussed above can also be considered as switchable meta-
surfaces where the switching of the response is achieved 
by changing the incident and angle or polarization of the 

incident light, respectively. These platforms enable large 
changes in the response of the metasurface as a function 
of the incident angle or polarization.

The required power or voltage (in the case of electrical 
tuning) might be another important factor in tunable and 
reconfigurable metasurfaces. Comparison of the required 
tuning power for various systems is complicated as differ-
ent works report these values for different tuning modali-
ties (e.g. total system function tuning versus pixel tuning 
or high-speed modulation versus static reconfigurability, 
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Figure 9: Tunable metasurfaces.
(A) Highly tunable dielectric metasurfaces based on elastic substrates. Optical images of the tunable elastic metasurface at three different 
strain values are shown on the left. Measured intensity profiles of the varifocal lens at different strain values in the axial plane and the focal 
plane are shown on the right [42]. (B) Varifocal lens based on a plasmonic metasurface embedded in an elastic substrate. Measured optical 
intensity profiles of the elastic metasurface at different strain values in the axial plane (left) and at the corresponding focal planes (right) [246]. 
(C) Phase modulation of the reflected light through gate-tunable metasurfaces. A schematic of the tunable device is shown on the left. Reflected 
light phase modulations for three adjacent wavelengths are shown on the right [250]. (D) Phase-dominant SLM through thermo-optical effects 
in a one-sided cavity. A false-color scanning electron microscope image of the fabricated single-pixel of the tunable device is shown on the top. 
Experimental demonstration of beam deflection through a phased array formed from such pixels is shown on the bottom [260].
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etc.). In addition, in practice, the required power for the 
driving electronics should also be taken into account. 
Nevertheless, various experiments have been reported 
demonstrating pixel tuning with millivolt-scale [271] and 
milliwatt-scale [260] actuation.

4.4   Metasystems

In this section, we review the recent advances of metasur-
faces as building blocks of metasystems. By metasystems, 
we refer to specific arrangements of multiple metasurfaces 
designed to provide a functionality that is not possible to 
achieve with a single metasurface layer. Metasurfaces with 
the capability of providing sophisticated planar wave-
fronts are very suitable to be vertically integrated through 
monolithic processes, thus creating high-performance 
and low-cost miniature optical systems. These optical 
systems can be directly integrated with image sensors and 
other optoelectronic elements without the need for post-
fabrication alignments, thus enabling low-power and low-
weight miniature optical systems. Figure  10 summarizes 
some of the recent demonstrations of the meta-systems.

A miniature planar camera, shown in Figure 10, was 
implemented through the integration of a metasurface 
doublet corrected for monochromatic aberrations. A 
doublet lens was formed by cascading two metasurfaces 
with a glass spacer layer in between [188]. The phase pro-
files of the two metasurfaces were optimized to provide 
near-diffraction-limited focusing for a wide range of inci-
dent angles (a field of view larger than 60° × 60°). The 
doublet acts as a fisheye photographic objective operating 
at a wavelength of 850 nm with a small f-number of 0.9 
and measured focusing efficiency of 70% under normal 
illumination. It is notable that a singlet metasurface lens 
with similar focal distance and f-number exhibits signifi-
cant aberrations even at incident angles of a few degrees, 
while the demonstrated metasystem (doublet lens) pro-
vides a nearly diffraction-limited focal spot for incident 
angles up to more than 25° [188]. More recently, the same 
concept and design have been implemented in the visible 
region (at 532  nm) using geometric phase TiO2 HCAs. In 
the latter device, a field of view of 50° and a maximum 
focusing efficiency of 50% operating under one circular 
polarization were obtained [272].

Later, a planar monolithic metasurface retroreflector 
was demonstrated using two vertically stacked metasur-
faces [123, 124]. The first metasurface performs a spatial 
Fourier transform and maps light with different illumina-
tion angles to different spots on the second metasurface, 
while the second metasurface adds a spatially varying 

momentum to the incoming light. The demonstrated 
metasystem (retroreflector) reflects light along its incident 
direction, with a large half-power field of view of 60°. A 
measured efficiency of 78% was reported under normal 
illumination [123]. We should note here that it is funda-
mentally impossible to make a retroreflector operating 
over a wide continuous range of angles with a single layer 
of a local metasurface [14, 192, 195].

Very recently, integration of metasurfaces with MEMS 
has been utilized to demonstrate tunable lenses (Figure 
10C). The concept of this tunable lens is shown in Figure 
10C, left, where changing the separation of the metas-
urface lenses by a small distance (Δx ~ 1 μm) can tune 
the overall focal length by a significantly larger amount 
(Δf ~ 30 μm). Scanning electron and microscope images of 
the fabricated device, along with the measured focal dis-
tances and in-focus intensity distributions, are plotted in 
Figure 10C, middle. A similar tunable metasurface doublet 
is combined with a third metasurface that is patterned on 
the other side of the glass substrate to demonstrate an 
ultracompact microscope (~1 mm3) (Figure 10C, right). The 
microscope is designed to have a large corrected field of 
view (~500 μm, or about 40°), while its working distance 
can be electrically tuned over 150 μm.

5   Outlook: potentials 
and challenges

We briefly discussed different proposed metasurface plat-
forms and their functionalities. Among the various plat-
forms investigated so far, HCAs outperform the other ones 
in wavefront manipulation as they provide high efficien-
cies and novel functionalities such as control over the 
polarization, spectral, and angular degrees of freedom that 
are not available using other platforms. The development 
and study of optical metasurfaces have been a rapidly 
growing field of research in the past few years because 
of their capabilities to mimic the functionality of conven-
tional DOEs with higher efficiencies and resolutions and, 
more importantly, for their advantages in providing new 
functionalities not achievable with conventional diffrac-
tive optics. Their subwavelength thickness, planar form 
factor, compatibility with conventional microfabrication/
nanofabrication techniques, potentially low-cost batch 
fabrication, ability to replace a system of multiple bulky 
conventional elements with a miniature element, new 
capabilities to control different degrees of freedom of 
light, and prospects for a paradigm change in how optical 
systems are designed make them very promising for the 
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realization of the next generation of compact high-perfor-
mance optical systems.

Despite all the advancements made in the past few 
years, several challenges still remain unresolved both 
from fundamental and practical points of view. An impor-
tant theoretical issue is the number of available degrees of 
freedom that exist in a single surface or a specific volume. 
This would determine the number of functionalities that 

can be encoded in such a device with negligible perfor-
mance degradation. The importance of this issue becomes 
clearer as one considers the great interest in realizing 
multifunctional metasurfaces. Despite several such 
devices including multiwavelength metasurfaces [31, 
170, 175], multiangle metasurfaces [14, 194], and metas-
urfaces with independent polarization and phase control 
[13, 162], the number of available degrees of freedom in 
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Figure 10: Metasystems.
(A) A wide-angle metasurface doublet lens. A schematic illustration of corrected focusing by the monolithic metasurface doublet lens, 
composed of two cascaded metasurfaces, is shown on the left. Simulated and measured focal plane intensity profiles of the metasur-
face doublet for different illumination angles and different polarizations are shown in the middle. The image taken with the metasurface 
doublet lens, demonstrating the wide-angle operation of the metasystem, is shown on the right [188]. (B) Monolithic planar metasurface 
retroreflector. A schematic drawing of the retroreflector, demonstrating its composition of two cascaded metasurfaces, is shown on the left. 
Measured reflectance of the metasurface retroreflector as a function of the illumination angle is shown in the middle. Measured images of 
the reflection of an object off the retroreflector as a function of the retroreflector rotation angle is shown on the right [123]. (C) A micro-elec-
tromechanically tunable metasurface lens doublet [268]. The concept of the MEMS-tunable lens is shown on the left, where changing the 
separation between metasurfaces tunes the overall focal distance. Scanning electron and microscope images of the device, along with the 
measured focal distance and intensity distribution in the focal plane, are shown in the middle. The concept of an ultracompact microscope 
with electrical focusing ability and simulated imaging results showing the significant movement of the working distance [268].
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such a device and how exactly they can be utilized are still 
mostly unknown. Although optimization techniques have 
been used to improve the performance of multifunctional 
devices [131, 179, 273], they still do not determine the pos-
sible number of functionalities. Another area that requires 
significant advancements is the modeling and design of 
nonperiodic metasurfaces. Currently, almost all of the 
design methods are based on results of simulation of peri-
odic lattices of the meta-atoms. Although this approach 
works well for slowly varying metasurfaces with small 
deflection angles, its underlying assumptions (namely 
locality, angle independence, and weak coupling of meta-
atoms) cease to be valid for devices with large deflection 
angles. Therefore, more precise design methods that 
take all of these into account and at the same time can 
be applied to large nonperiodic structures are of great 
interest. In addition to enabling high-efficiency, high-NA 
devices, such methods could also allow for the design and 
analysis of novel metasurfaces that are not bound by the 
assumption of locality. Finally, despite several attempts 
at realizing achromatic and dispersion-engineered meta-
surfaces, the operation bandwidths, sizes, and numerical 
apertures of devices that are possible with the existing 
platforms are very limited. The dependence of all of these 
limitations on the possible controllable quality factors 
that the platform provides makes the problem even more 
challenging. As a result, there is still a long way to the 
realization of achromatic and dispersion-engineered 
metasurfaces with practical sizes (i.e. aperture sizes of a 
few millimeters) and moderate to NAs.

In addition to fundamental challenges, there are also 
several unresolved practical issues hindering the reali-
zation of high-volume, low-cost metasurface devices for 
real-life applications. One issue worth addressing is the 
absence of a low-loss, high-index material for visible light. 
Although there have been several realizations of dielectric 
metasurfaces in the visible [118, 161, 208, 220], their effi-
ciency is still not as high as that of IR metasurfaces, where 
materials with low loss and high refractive index like 
silicon can be used. This is especially true for the cases of 
polarization-independent metasurfaces and devices with 
independent control of phase and polarization. In addi-
tion, for several applications, it is essential that the meta-
surface is capped by a low-index material (for instance for 
mechanical robustness, fabrication requirements, or reali-
zation of flexible and conformal metasurfaces). In such 
scenarios, the refractive index of currently available low-
loss materials in the visible is not high enough to provide 
low coupling between nano-posts and full phase coverage.

To have a significant industrial impact, the manufac-
turing processes of metasurfaces should be compatible 

with the existing low-cost, large-scale foundry techno-
logy. Although this might already be possible for devices 
working in near- and mid-IR (above 1.5 μm wavelength), it 
is challenging for devices that work below 1 μm, which are 
fabricated almost exclusively with electron beam lithog-
raphy. In principle, large-scale fabrication techniques 
like deep UV lithography, roll-to-roll nanoimprint, and 
soft lithography could address this challenge; however, 
there still exist practical barriers that should be overcome 
before this becomes a reality.

Another category of highly desirable devices is the 
tunable metasurfaces. Despite several demonstrations 
of wavefront tuning using metasurfaces, none of them 
can still compete with the commercially available liquid-
crystal-based SLMs. High-efficiency, ultrafast, high-res-
olution wavefront tuning is of great need, and there is a 
lot of room for optimizing high-performance metadevices 
for beam steering applications, SLMs, and dynamic holo-
graphic displays.

With the future advancements of metasurfaces in 
mind, we envision them at least as a complementary plat-
form, if not a paradigm changing one, in optical element 
and system design for various applications.
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